Students Half-Heartedly Boost Pogo For President In Recent Dorm Rally; Police Idly Watch

By JOHN D'AMICO

Chemicals and deadly viruses, plus a boomer and acoustic cannons were used to spark the East Campus mock May Day riot; Pogo enthusiasts paraded “Pogo For President” in central campus without anyone knowing, waited quietly on Memorial Drive in anticipation of whatever the next move would be, this, of course, being the result of good planning. The riot, of course, being the result of good planning.

A small group of Technology students and musicians appeared on the scene during the proceedings in an effort to provide a more communist appearance to the rally. The group, led by a student who has a red cap, shouted the communist “Internationale” to the delight of the Boston newspaper reporters who seemed to have overemphasized the. . .

The two-day period preceding the rally, rumors advertise it wildly throughout the entire campus system and reached across the river to the fraternity campus, some of whom were present to witness the proceedings.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS

MAY 7 TO MAY 15, 1952

WEDNESDAY, MAY 7

Electrical Engineering Department. Colloquium: "Some Theorems for Electrical Networks," by Professor Marshall W. Packard, E. C. Collin Chesty, Imperial College, University of London. Room 6-240, 4:00 p.m. (Continued on Page 4)

FRIDAY, MAY 9

Aeronautical Engineering Department. Seminar: "Design Considerations for Automatic Flight Control Instrumentation." By Maier P. L. Lane. Room 7-112, 4:45 p.m.

Saturday, May 10

MLT. Bridge Club. Duplicate Bridge Tournament, Baker House, 1:30 p.m.

Informal Dance Committee. Dance. Morse Hall, Walker Memorial, 5:30 p.m. - 12:00 midnight.

Monday, May 12

Aeronautical Engineering Department. Seminar: "Non-Linear Control Systems." By Herbert K. Weiss, Ballistics Research Laboratory, Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md. Room 6-232, 4:00 p.m. Refreshments from 3:30 - 4:00 p.m. in the Duff House.

Mechanical Engineering Department. Seminar: "New Experimental Developments in Brittle Fracture." By Daniel S. Finkbein, Room 3-159, 4:00 p.m.

Coffee from 3:15 - 4:00 p.m. in Room 3-314.

Tuesday, May 13

Mathematics Department. Lecture Series: "Abstract Class Field Theory." Dr. John L. Tate, Princeton University. Room 5-200, 4:15 p.m. Tea at 4:00 p.m. in Room 5-206.

Exhibitions

An exhibition entitled WOODEN INDIANS is being shown in the New Gallery, Charles Hayden Memorial Library, Mondays through Friday, 10:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., through May 8. Photographs by Youse Farnh will be on display in the New Gallery, Charles Hayden Memorial Library, Mondays through Friday, 10:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m., through May 15. Photograph of TWENTY-FIVE YEARS OFF ICE, by Bradford Washburn, will be shown in the Library, through May 7. Photographs by Louis A. Davison will be on display in the Photographic Service Gallery, basement of Building 11, from May 6 to May 21.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS

The Calendar of Events appears in THE TECH on Tuesdays with announcements for the following week. Notices, typewritten and signed, must be in the Office of the Editor, Room 7-204, not later than noon on Thursday prior to the date of publication. Material for the Calendar of May 14 - May 20 is due May 8.

through the mail

FRATERNITY FINDINGS

by Henry E. Haberler '52

Most University houses solicit fifteen or twenty men to act as guides for Open House last Saturday. Tired by a strenuous day, they found some welcomed respite in the fraternity houses which were open to guests and returning alumni.

At Phi Gamma Fiji island party that night the staging and meaning of events continually tested each other, often making it impossible for the thrifty crowd to get to the rum and banana punch with anything of the spirit of all the difficulties, was completed in fabulous quantities.

The Phi Duma did quite a job of decorating. Downstairs was a small table with a plated silver tray, flowing through a clearing until it got outside where it joined a large waterfall coming from the floor above. To handle all of this water, two and one-half tons of cement were used.

The costumes were as lavish as the decorations, so several of them were certainly unusual. Two Chi Phi came clothed with little but chicken feathers and corn. A Phi Alpha came in original (Continued on Page 4)

Aviation Cadet Program Offers Special Advantages To College Men Now Preparing for Military Service

FRIDAY, MAY 9

Digital Computer Laboratory and Committee of Machine Methods and Chemistry Department. Harvard - M.I.T. Physical Chemistry Colloquium: "Mathematics Department. Lecture Series: "Abstract Class Field Theory." By Johannes Brahms at Sanders Chili Farm, April 28th. Coffee at 4:00 p.m. in Room 2-290.

Aviation Cadet Program starting August 1.

For those who did not care to attend Aviation, we would like to have a special program for the students. For some time, we have been preparing for this. At Phi Sig's Fiji Island party there were two formal dances, one held for the Phi Dumas and the other for the Phi Sig's.

The Phi Lambda Phile, patterning their dance after Monte Carlo, organized the event. With this in mind, we trust that the reader will enjoy the following story about the dance and the people who made it possible.

Aviation Cadet Program Offers Special Advantages To College Men Now Preparing for Military Service


The fact that no review appeared in THE TECH this week should not convey the impression that there is no activity around with their "Page For President" signs. Such an attempt was made to implicitly defiance of the public that this rally was solely a fancy, in the hope that the Boston press would not attempt once more to smear the reputation of MIT with communism as the case was on last May. Their plan was to keep their talks secret and to group of musicians led by a student in "red," who apparently had a "sense of humor" appeared on the scene, and played the classical automobile. Turn around students, hopeful of keeping any mention of communism out of the newspapers, the red cloak from the most (Continued on Page 4)
Nineteen men contributed to the Technology track score against Tufts College last Saturday afternoon at Briggs field, but their com- bined efforts were not enough to balance out the work of Bobby Jones, the Jumbos great all-around man. Jones went home with four first places, the same number he won against the Beavers last year, and added one second place to his point total as Tufts' defending New England champions toppled the Yardmen by a 79-56 score.

Steve Wilkie winning seven events between them, Krueger handed Jerome Lassar of the Tech yearlings his first defeat in the high hurdles, slipping him at the tape in 15.2 seconds, and then went on to win the broad jump and low hurdles.

Denny Shapiro was high scorer for the local Frosh with 18 points, winning the javelin, which the Beavers swept, taking second in the broad jump, and tying teammate Bill Antoine for second in the pole vault. Bill Antoine and danny Schreiber were the only other finishers, taking easy firsts in the high jump and half-mile, respectively. Bob Boller, who left a sick bed to come out and compete, was below par and lost the stopwatch for the first time this year, although he managed to come out with a close second place.

Next Saturday both track squads will face the University of New Hampshire at Briggs Field.

Crimson Wins Goldweltro Trophy

In the lightweight race the Crimson took the cup.

Golden Wins Two

Goldberg, Hans Liban, and Clay Williams contributed sufficient ad- ditional points to clinch the Tech victory. Goldberg added first places in both the half and high jump, won the 440-yard run and 220-yard dash, and placed fourth in the 100-yard dash, in which he was upset by teammate Jack Goldberg.

Hassel Cruiser Jackets

Hassel's inimitable contribution to a cool, casual, comfortable wardrobe. The Lightweight Cruisey jackets with famous Hassel tailored- ing. You'll wear them everywhere—they go with every pair of Hassel trousers or odd socks you knock. For leisure ...for business, you'll be easier, more comfort- able, better groomed in Hassel Cruiser Jackets all Summer long.

$16.75

Buckeye Laceless Team

Nicholson. The big excitement of the day came in the lightweight race, JV class, when the Crimson number 2 man took to the waters in the eight miles of the race when his opponent gave up while Harvard was in the lead. Princeton closed the gap and went on to win by 1 length. Tech crossed the finish line third beating Rutgers by more than 5 lengths.

Crimson Wins Goldweltro Trophy

In the lightweight race the Crimson took the cup.

Hassel Crusier Jackets

Hassel's inimitable contribution to a cool, casual, comfortable wardrobe. The Lightweight Crusier jackets with famous Hassel tailor- ing. You'll wear them everywhere—they go with every pair of Hassel trousers or odd socks you knock. For leisure ...for business, you'll be easier, more comfort- able, better groomed in Hassel Crusier Jackets all Summer long.

$16.75

Buckeye Laceless Team

Nicholson. The big excitement of the day came in the lightweight race, JV class, when the Crimson number 2 man took to the waters in the eight miles of the race when his opponent gave up while Harvard was in the lead. Princeton closed the gap and went on to win by 1 length. Tech crossed the finish line third beating Rutgers by more than 5 lengths.

Crimson Wins Goldweltro Trophy

In the lightweight race the Crimson took the cup.

Hassel Crusier Jackets

Hassel's inimitable contribution to a cool, casual, comfortable wardrobe. The Lightweight Crusier jackets with famous Hassel tailor- ing. You'll wear them everywhere—they go with every pair of Hassel trousers or odd socks you knock. For leisure ...for business, you'll be easier, more comfort- able, better groomed in Hassel Crusier Jackets all Summer long.

$16.75

Buckeye Laceless Team

Nicholson. The big excitement of the day came in the lightweight race, JV class, when the Crimson number 2 man took to the waters in the eight miles of the race when his opponent gave up while Harvard was in the lead. Princeton closed the gap and went on to win by 1 length. Tech crossed the finish line third beating Rutgers by more than 5 lengths.

Crimson Wins Goldweltro Trophy

In the lightweight race the Crimson took the cup.
Sloan Fellowships
Granted To 18 Industrial Execs

Eighteen young industrial execu-
tives have been awarded Alfred P. Sloan Fellowships for the Exe-
cutive Development Program at the Institute. These men, nominated by
t heir employers as showing un-
usual promise for industrial lead-
ership, have been selected in a na-
tionwide competition and will re-
cieve grants up to $3,720.

In announcing the fellowship
awards, Professor Gerald B. Tal-
man, Director of M.I.T.'s Executive
Development Program, said:
"This program allows a select
group of men with a mature view-
point, seasoned by ten years of
practical business experience, to
return to participate in an intensive
one-year study of the eco-
nomic, social and management
problems of industrial administra-
tion. The advantages of building
some part of a man's education on
a background of practical experi-
en is widely recognized, but for
most men it remains an unattain-
able dream.

The establishment of the new
School of Industrial Management
at the Institute has allowed an in-
crease in the number of fellowships
and provides an enriched oppor-
tunity for realistic study of the
problems of industrial leadership.
Over faith in changes in the nature
of a year-long period of post-industrial
study is increasingly supported by

Riot

(Continued from Page 8)

red's back. The gesture was worth-
less, as the reporter of the Boston
Herald played up the episode of
the cuckolded joker and dreamed up
the fantastic idea that he died to
escape capture.

About 11:30 p.m., residents, dis-
appoin ted in the results of the
night's proceedings, returned to
their rooms with little compro-

se

(Continued from Page 8)

the impression that the perform-
ance was not thought worthy of
review. THE TECH is not equiped
to cover all performances of this
character; so that unless a non-
staff member submits a review, we
are often, much to our regret,
 obliged to make do without.
As for the objection that THE TECH
failed to encourage the effort, we
would point out that sponsors are
quite at liberty to submit accounts
and notices of their activty to THE
TECH, who will be more than glad
to publish them.-Ed.

Notice to Faculty & Staff
The New Faculty Club in Sloan House
Will Open for Business on Wednesday, May 7.

To faculty and staff: In order to cooperate with this, our new operation, it was
determined necessary to close

The Campus Room at Grad House
After Luncheon on Tuesday, May 6

We have enjoyed your patronage and trust you will look in on as occasionally

M.I.T. Dining Services

Attention

Bachelors — Masters — Doctors

If you plan to rent a car and go through the Cooper, your order
must be placed before May 9.

Cancellation of orders will be accepted through May 19.

Total Score: 746, M.I.T. 90

Track

(Continued from Page 8)

440-yard dash: 1. 2. 3.

High jump: 1. 2. 3.

12-pound shot put: 1. 2.

Mile run: 1. 2.

Field hockey: 1.

The fantastic idea that he
would point out that sponsors are
quite at liberty to submit accounts
and notices of their activity to THE
TECH, who will be more than glad
to publish them.-Ed.

Application forms for "Approved
Students' Parties" for the academic
year 1952-53 are now available in
Room 7405. Applications should be
filed by May 23, 1952.

A. B. DANZBERGER

Tuesday, May 6, 1952

at the Institute has allowed an in-
m롬

Field hockey: 1.
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THE TECH, who will

Publish them.-Ed.

through the mail

Notice to Faculty & Staff
The New Faculty Club in Sloan House
Will Open for Business on Wednesday, May 7.

To faculty and staff: In order to cooperate with this, our new operation, it was
determined necessary to close

THE CAMPUS ROOM AT GRAD HOUSE
AFTER LUNCHEON ON TUESDAY, MAY 6

We have enjoyed your patronage and trust you will look in on as occasionally

M.I.T. DINING SERVICES

Attention

Bachelors — Masters — Doctors

If you plan to rent a car and go through the Cooper, your order
must be placed before May 9.

Cancellation of orders will be accepted through May 19.

TECHNOLOGY STORE

Chesterfield — Largest Selling Cigarette in America's Colleges

At Texas U.

Mike's University Fountain Service

We certify that Chesterfield

is our largest selling cigarette

by 3 to 1

M. J. BROWN

PROPRIETOR

Chesterfield is much Milder
with an extraordinarily good taste
and NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE*

*From the Report of a Well-Known Research Organization